Hayden Paddon is
New Zealand’s most
successful rally driver
and has been driving
for over 20 years. His key
achievements have included
multiple NZ titles, 1 WRC
victory, 8 WRC podiums and
over 40 WRC stage victories.
Throughout his career he has always had a
methodical way of working, trying to find an
advantage and improve in every possible way.
The beauty of rallying is that the driver can make
a big difference, and this can include not just driving,
but pace notes and understanding of how to extract
the most from the car you are driving.

DRIVER TRAINING
Hayden is able to support drivers or teams anywhere in the
world and can cater a support package that best suits your
requirements. Hayden can help with:
■ Career and goal planning
■ Setting up your car
■ Work with you to fine-tune/develop your car
■ Pace note training (reading the road and writing)
■ Driving techniques
■ Work with you on test and development days
Packages can be tailored to suit your requirements, but
some baseline packages can include:

Hayden on-site at your test - $2,500 + GST
per day (plus all travel costs)
Hayden will join your team for the whole day testing.
Hayden will drive your car, give feedback and help
to fine tune setup. Help to develop your driving by
analysing driving style (data and observing) and provide
a test plan prior to the test of what recommendations
to try (to be best prepared) This does not include
Hayden being in passenger seat.

Hayden and Paddon Rallysport at test Staring from $4,000 + GST per day
(plus travel costs)
Hayden, along with one experienced PRG technician and
one experienced PRG engineer, join you at a test. Over
and above Hayden helping the driver, our technician and
engineer can help directly on the car in terms of advice
and changes if needed. Our engineer (specialising in Motec
and Magneti Marelli) can also help fine tune the systems
in the car and extract data for use of drivers and team.

Pace note training - $500 + GST per half day
Half a day training with Hayden for up to 2 people (driver
and co-driver) at Paddon Rallysport HQ in Cromwell.
Training would include going through onboard videos,
discussing Hayden’s system and breaking down your own
system. A broad range of Central Otago back country
roads to practice writing/developing pace notes. This
would be great to develop what you already do, or to
learn how to write pace notes.
Hayden can provide support and advice anywhere around
the world using communications such as email, video calls,
social media and is available at any time on phone or email
for car set-up advice you may like
Full season or rally packages can be tailored to help a team
in all areas throughout a season
For more information or enquiries, contact Hayden,
hayden@paddonrallysport.co.nz or +64 27 318 1748
Paddon Rallysport Ltd
26 Silverstone Drive
Cromwell

